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USEA members
are reaching those
previously thought
unreacheable with
clean energy, unlocking
economic potential,
and improving people’s
quality of life.
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Foreword

At the Uganda Solar Energy Association
(USEA), we believe that access to clean
energy is central to the social and
economic well-being of rural and urban
communities in Uganda. Solar energy,
in particular, depends on sunlight
which is a limitless energy source,
has low operating and maintenance
costs, is most economically viable
in remote locations and generates
no harmful emissions. Moreover,
the advancements in solar panel
technology have greatly increased its
efficiency and lowered its costs. And
yet, 77% of Ugandans have no access
to clean energy. Those that have access
to grid electricity complain of its high
costs and unreliability. Solar Energy
therefore offers a historic opportunity
for sustainable development and job
creation in Uganda.
This year, was a pivotal one for our
organization in facilitating the growth
and development of the solar energy
sector in Uganda. Several initiatives
geared towards the realisation of

the association’s strategic objectives
were implemented. These ranged
from advocacy & lobbying, networking,
awareness creation, capacity building,
as well as, membership drives. The
year also saw USEA register success
in bringing development partners like
United Nations Capital Development
Fund (UNCDF), USAID and Power
Africa, The World Bank, Department
for International Development (DFID),
Private Sector Foundation (PSFU)
on board to: revamp the governance
and management structures of
the association, improve USEA’s
communication and branding, implement
a finance resource mobilization strategy,
carry out a market intelligence and
improve business development service
delivery to our members. This year
also heralded a new leadership at
USEA with the appointment of Mrs.
Joyce Nkuyahaga, as a substantive CEO.
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We would like to thank USEA’s Board
of Directors for their strategic
leadership of the association and their
contribution to growing the energy
sector in Uganda. In addition, we
would like to thank the Government
of Uganda, especially, the Ministry of
Energy and Mineral development for a
cordial working relationship, which has
enabled us to drive our policy agenda
especially in terms of advocating for
favourable legal framework for our
members. We cannot fail to appreciate
our smart and hardworking staff, which
has contributed so greatly to our
success.

Emmy Kimbowa
Chairman
Uganda Solar Energy Association
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With the current great commitment
from our members, staff and
development stakeholders we envisage
to have a more successful year
2019/20.

Joyce Nkuyahaga
C.E.O
Uganda Solar Energy Association

1.

WHO WE ARE?

The Uganda Solar Energy Association is
an independent non-profit Association
dedicated to facilitating the growth and
development of solar energy business
in Uganda and East African region.
USEA was formed in 2016 by private
sector companies that deal in solar
energy business with help from Private
Sector Foundation, Ministry of Energy
and Mineral Development, and Rural
Electrification Agency.
It is registered as a company limited by guarantee by the Uganda Registration
Services Bureau (URSB). USEA was formed to act as a channel for development
of the solar energy sector, improvement of solar energy standards and, attracting
new entrants to the solar energy sub sector in Uganda. Some of the key roles
are: promoting the interests of members of the solar energy sub sector among
government, public sector, the general public and any other organizations that may
impact on the development of the solar energy sub sector, and the creation of a
forum for the dissemination and exchange of information and ideas on matters
relating to solar energy development both locally and internationally.
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MISSION
To strengthen Uganda’s solar industry,
facilitate business growth and promote
self-regulation.

VISION MISSION
A vibrant institution that promotes the
provision of solar energy solutions that
match national, regional and international
standards.
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Figure 1: USEA Objectives
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matters relating to solar
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Figure 2: Three Part Strategy

A THREE PART STRATEGY
(2018 -2020)

Strengthen and position
USEA as a strong
institution in the energy
sector in Uganda

• Develop operations procedure manuals.
• Set up USEA functional secretariat.
• Train Board and staff in governance and
management. Implement communication strategy.
• Implement a resource mobilization strategy.
• Mobilize USEA members to adhere to
USEA code of business practice.
• Incubate member services.

Promote the increased
use of solar energy as an
important source
of power in Uganda’s
energy mix

• Support the implementation of solar energy
awareness and promotion campaigns in order to
increase uptake in Uganda.
• Provide solar business development capacity
building and training programs to members.

Undertake advocacy and
lobbying in order
to facilitate business
growth and improve
the solar business
environment in Uganda

• Develop an advocacy and lobbying strategy.
• Undertake advocacy and lobbying for
favorable policies.
• Undertake research to inform advocacy
• Secure representation on relevant sector
committees.
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2.

OUR ORGANISATION

The Board of Directors
Giving strategic oversight to USEA is a hardworking Board of Directors led by
Mr. Emmy Kimbowa. The Board of Directors is made up of seven members and
it meets quarterly to direct the affairs of the association, receive reports from
management, review the financial position and make policy recommendations for
implementation by the secretariat. The Board of Directors handled a number
of pertinent issues, this year including: membership development and retention,
financial sustainability of USEA and building the capacity of the USEA secretariat,
among others. Our appreciation goes to each member of the Board of Directors
for sharing his/her valuable time and knowledge. A complete list of the members
of the Board of Directors is hereunder:
Table 1: Members of the Board of Directors
Name

Position

Company

Emmy Kimbowa
Kenneth Muhwezi
Monica Kasirye Kavuma
Sanyu Nakiganda
Allan Okello
Yusuf Sebuuma
Jonathan Lambregs

Chairman
Vice Chairman
Treasurer
General Secretary
Assistant General Secretary
Committee member
Committee member

Energy Systems Uganda Ltd
Solar today
M-KOPA
Battery Plus
Village Power
Victron Solar
Tiger Power
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The Secretariat
In the year 2018/19, USEA established a secretariat headed by the Chief
Executive Officer. In addition, the following positions were filled: Finance Manager,
Membership and Communications Manager, Market development specialist and
Office assistant.
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As members, solar
companies benefit
greatly from the USEA
network which
facilitates connections
that can be decisive
for their business
success.
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3.

OUR PERFORMANCE

Policy and Advocacy
The Voice of Solar businesses
As the voice of solar sector, USEA seeks to be a neutral body that
informs policy decisions benefitting its membership. In that regard,
we undertake member demand driven advocacy activities which are
neutral, transparent and are geared towards ensuring a favourable
business environment. Whereas, we cannot take up individual cases,
we lobby for new policies or the revision of existing policies that will
make Uganda more business friendly for solar industry players.
Tax Exemptions
During the year under review, USEA successfully lobbied for the reinstatement of tax exemptions on deep cycled batteries.
Tax on Mobile Money
In addition, USEA working with its members and other likeminded
Ugandans, successfully advocated for the reduction of excise duty
on mobile money transactions from 1% to 0.5% and only limited
to withdrawals. These positive amendments were tabled before
Parliament by the Government under the Excise Duty Amendment
Bill No. 2, 2018.
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Advocacy
Wins

Reduction of
excise duty on
Mobile Money
Transactions.

Tax exemptions
on Deep Cycled
Batteries.

National Off-Grid Strategy
USEA also participated in stakeholder consultations, and made policy
submissions to Government on the draft National Off-Grid Strategy.
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In 2019, USEA submitted a position paper titled, “The impact of taxes
on the solar sector” (by BDO East Africa) to the Ministry of Finance,
Planning and Economic development, to increase energy access
through off-grid solutions. The position paper was submitted after
validation by a USEA Advocacy working group and will be used to
advocate for fair tax treatment and exemptions on solar products.
This position paper highlights three major issues of concern to USEA
members, as outlined in the table below:
Figure 3: Major issues of concern to USEA members
Taxation of deep
cycled batteries

• Formalise URA’s proposal with USEA
• Lobby for an HS Code split for deep cycled batteries

• Lobby for tax exemption on the complete solar home
kit instead of only the solar panel and the charging unit
(charge controller)

Taxation of deep
cycled batteries

Solar home
kits

• Formalise URA’s proposal with USEA
• Lobby for an HS Code split for deep cycled batteries

Membership
Membership growth
Membership is the lifeblood of any membership organization. For us
to remain a credible representative of solar businesses in Uganda,
it is necessary that we maintain a healthy membership base. We are
therefore proud to report that the USEA membership numbers have
been steadily rising in the last 2 years. By the end of May 2019, we
had a total of 134 active members. As members, solar companies
benefit greatly from the USEA network which facilitates connections
16 / Uganda Solar Energy Association

that can be decisive for their business success. Exclusive member
events allow members to stay informed about current developments,
challenges and trends in the solar industry, and to discuss these with
experts. Emphasis is also placed on personal interaction. Members
have the chance to meet with other USEA members and partners to
get to know each other and identify synergies or opportunities for
collaboration.
Figure 4: Number of active members

ACTIVE
MEMBERS

142

New members recruited: 38
Premier members retained: 104
Retention rate: 73%

Member’s perception of USEA
Keeping our members engaged and happy is a key metric of our
success. That is why we take the trouble to ask the members what
they think about the association and our services, in order to identify
how we can serve them better. Online surveys were sent out to 300
solar companies, 71 of whom responded.
The key findings are:
• There is limited awareness of the benefits USEA offers to its
members
• Members need more opportunities to network, to learn and
to dialogue with government.
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Figure 5: Reasons for joining USEA
Greater Good/Purpose

33%

Knowledge sharing, education awareness

33%

Networking and new opportunities

29%

Policy advocacy and lobbying

46%
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Figure 6: Priority services desired by the members
1

Access to market information

2

Policy advocacy and lobbying

3

Market awareness creation

4

Linkages to financing opportunities

5

Training and coaching services

6

Opportunities to build distribution

First Choice

Last Choice

Rank

Options

Figure 7: What would convince a non-member to join
Transparency/Collective Bargaining
News and knowledge sharing between partners
Networking and partnerships
Access to better products/quality standard related
Access to BDS services/member incentives
Lobbying and regulation related support
Clear info on benefits of joining/workplan
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Capacity Building
Solar PV technician training
The aim of USEA’s capacity building activities is to build the business
management and technical capacity of the managers and employees
of solar companies, regulators, and investors. In addition, the
programme is aimed at training job-seekers to become competent
solar technicians, PV installers, micro-grid designers and installers and
marketers, among others. This will lead to increased awareness of
solar PV ultimately resulting in increased uptake of solar photovoltaic
power systems due to increased customer confidence in the design,
installation and maintenance of solar systems.
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In 2018/19, USEA collaborated with the Centre of Research in Energy
and Energy Conservation (CREEC) at Makerere University and
Nakawa Vocational Training Institute in Kampala Uganda to conduct
a solar PV technician training for 26 participants from the West Nile
region. The participants were oriented in solar PV generation, energy
generation, electronic operating systems, applications and efficiency
loads and solar equipment trouble shooting and maintenance.
Providing Business Development Services
to members
To ensure that USEA provides demand driven Business Development
Services to its members, we retained Challenges Uganda to design
and test a revenue generating model for BDS service delivery to
our members. To this end, a needs assessment and Willingness
to Pay survey was conducted to inform the model that USEA
would ultimately adopt. As part of this activity Challenges Uganda
also organized a training for 30 USEA members in marketing and
leadership. Besides the above activity, USEA with support from BDO
East Africa developed a solar taxation handbook. Using this handbook,
we organised a training for our members in tax compliance.
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Market Development
Awareness and consumer protection campaigns
This year, we organised the “Let’s go
solar campaigns” focused majorly
on increasing awareness in order to
boost demand for increased adoption
of solar energy solutions for lighting
and productive uses. These events
were organised with the technical
support of CREEC and Energy Without Borders; and the financial
support of UNCDF and USAID and Power Africa. The campaigns
were organised in Eastern Uganda and West Nile. We mobilized
14 Members for the Eastern campaign and 17 for the West Nile
campaign. The specific objectives of the campaigns were to: improve
consumer protection and awareness for off grid solar in support of
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the priority actions outlined in the Energy Africa compact and to
build customer confidence and increase the uptake of good quality
off grid solar systems by providing adequate information on solar
technologies, as well as, bringing good quality products closer to
the people. The campaigns were based on the idea/slogan of “living
a healthy and wealthy life”, while lighting, increasing productivity
and generating income using solar and energy efficient appliances.
As a result, over 60,000 people were reached using the different
communication media platforms such as radio, exhibitions, posters,
flyers, word of mouth, road shows and market activations. This led to
the creation of a potential customer data base of 1,534 people and
sales of at least 341 solar products and 69 Light bulbs
Off-grid expo and exhibitions
USEA organized the Off-Grid expo as a side event at the Africa Energy
Forum at the Kampala Serena Hotel in February 2018. The expo that
was supported by USAID and PowerAfrica attracted over 40 local
and international companies that showcased solutions for lighting offgrid homes and businesses. The expo attracted high level dignitaries
including: The Minister for Energy and Mineral Development-Hon.
Irene Muloni, the US Ambassador to Uganda- H.E Deborah Malac
and the UK High Commissioner to Uganda, H.E Peter West.
We also organised “Let’s Go Solar Exhibitions” in Eastern Uganda
which provided a platform for sector players dealing in solar energy to
show case their products and services while creating awareness and
educating the public to increase the adoption of solar technologies.
The exhibitions attracted thirteen (13) USEA member companies
dealing in Solar PV, solar water pumps, solar home kits, solar water
heaters and solar fruit dryers.
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Sales data collection
To understand the market dynamics of the Uganda solar industry,
USEA started a pilot exercise of sales data collection. Annual sales
data for 2018 of selected member companies was collected, as well
as, historical data for the years 2015-2017. Due to its experience
in undertaking this kind of research, the Global Off-Grid Lighting
Association (GOGLA) was retained as a knowledge partner in the
setup and implementation of national level sales data collection,
while Dalberg Data insights was charged with setting up the sales
data collection platform, data governance protocols to ensure data
privacy and processing the data. This process is ongoing.
Big-data customer insights
USEA with the support of UNCDF and Dalberg Data Insights
analysed Telco data to inform customer-centric product development
by USEA members and use the research findings as an evidence
base for the association’s policy advocacy. Some of the initial findings
are: the number of Solar PayGo customers increased three and a
half (3.5) times from 238,198 in 2016 to 802,922 in 2018. Two ESPs
(Fenix and MKOPA) account for 84% of PayGo customers. Although
the total number of PayGo transactions increased in the three
months following the introduction of the Mobile Money tax; the
average value reduced by 14%. These findings were a critical in
USEA’s decision to oppose the Mobile Money Tax.
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USEA greatly
appreciates the
financial support of
our partners.
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Self-regulation
A core mandate of USEA is to work with the government, solar companies and
other stakeholders to reduce the presence of fake and low quality solar products
on the local market, which undermine the confidence of the public in the solar
industry, as a whole. To this end, we have undertaken a range of activities, this year,
to develop industry standards, promote voluntary compliance and complement
national mandatory standards, that are enforceable by the Uganda National
Bureau of Standards. The key ones include:
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Market surveillance training
To address the notable knowledge and skills gap in market surveillance
evidenced by the limited capacity of UNBS to enforce standards,
proliferation of substandard products and limited market surveillance
information for the solar sector, USEA with the technical support
of CREEC organized a market surveillance training for 30 UNBS
and URA market surveillance and import inspection staff aimed
at equipping them with knowledge and skills to ably identify fake
products on the market. As part of the capacity building activities,
USEA purchased and handed over on-site testing equipment for the
teams, namely; PV I-V curve analyser, Portable battery tester, and
digital oscilloscopes. A plan was developed with USEA, UNBS and
CREEC to carry out market surveillance activities and field audits
using the testing equipment for solar products and continuous
support to UNBS market surveillance team.
Quality Assurance Framework for solar systems
USEA working together with other stakeholders including: the Rural
Electrification Agency, the Uganda Energy Credit Capitalization
Company, the Centre of Research in Energy and Energy Conservation
(CREEC) and with the financial support of UNCDF and the World
Bank’s Energy Transformation III- project developed a Quality
assurance Framework (QAF) for solar products to compliment
UNBS’ mandate of ensuring that illegal, substandard and unsafe solar
products are not allowed to be put and remain in the market. The
development of USEA’s QAF for solar home systems drew lessons
from CREEC’s solar testing capabilities, Lighting Africa Quality
Assurance for solar home systems, available standards and existing
quality assurance efforts in the sector.
Field audits
As part of the Let’s Go Solar Campaign, USEA carried out field audits
of solar installations to assess the knowledge level and gaps of the
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solar sales staff and technicians and secondly to assess the quality of
installed systems in the field. Specifically, they entailed ascertaining
if the solar system works, whether client was provided with user
training and knows how to operate and maintain the solar systems.
User knowledge of warranty services and after-sales services
provided was also assessed.
Customer hotline
USEA recognizes the need to protect consumers in the sector. To
respond to consumers who have purchased fake products, USEA
has put in place a hotline to provide consumers with general
information but also an escalation of companies that fail to fulfil
their duty to consumers. USEA will use this line to pursue its selfregulation efforts.
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Networks and Linkages
One of the top values our members attribute to USEA membership is networking.
USEA has therefore designed a number of activities to boost networking and
offer our members an opportunity to connect socially and professionally. This
year USEA hosted its first business Breakfast networking meeting with the support
of USAID and Power Africa.
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4.

USEA’S INSTITUTIONAL
CAPACITY

Exposure visit to GOGLA
USEA has undertaken several trainings to skill its secretariat and board. USEA
has been trained by GOGLA on governance and how to run its activities.
Furthermore USEA secretariat team has been trained on how to manage finances,
develop targeted communication and how to develop and keep track of members.
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USEA’s office
We are proud to report that USEA established new offices on Mateeka House
in Naguru, with the financial support of the Private Sector Foundation Uganda
(PSFU) through the ERT III project.

Resource mobilization strategy and implementation
To ensure that USEA is financially
sustainable, support was received
from UNCDF to develop a Resource
Mobilization Strategy and plan to guide
the association’s fundraising efforts.
To guide the initial implementation of
the strategy, Resource Mobilization
consultants were retained to the
secretariat
in
drafting
funding
proposals.
We are pleased to report that three funding proposals have been submitted, so
far. In addition, a fundraising event is planned to showcase to donors, avenues for
partnership with USEA.
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5.

USEA’S ONLINE
PRESENCE

Figure 10: USEA’s Twitter and Facebook presence

84

tweets

835

followers

394

followers
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6.

OUR PARTNERS

UKAID

The World Bank

GOGLA
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UNCDF

USAID

PSFU

PAUESA

USEA MEMBERS
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

AB Matra (U) Limited
AbdallahSekitoleko
ABM Power Tech Ltd.
ADH
Adritex (U) Limited
Advanced Solar Power Limited
African Energy Depot Limited
Afro Finance and Leasing Limited
All in trade
All We Are
All-africa ultimate solar energy co.ltd
Alliant Energy Holdings Ltd
Anuel Energy (U) Ltd
Aptech Africa Ltd
Arconi solutions SLU
ARED SMC
ASE Solar Ltd
Assen Venture
BAC Sustainable Solutions Ltd
Barefoot Power Ltd
Basal Solutions Ltd
Baseline Africa Ltd23

23
24
25
26
27

Battery Plus Ltd
Billionaire Brothers Club
Brightlife Ltd
Center for Research in Energy & Energy Conservation
Chloride Exide Uganda Ltd
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28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46

Clean Bore ltd
Clean Energy Technologies
CODE. Uganda
COH Intergrated
Crown Energy Systems U Ltd
D light design (u) ltd
Davis &Shirtliff Ltd
E- Power Solutions Ltd
Ebenezer Energy and cookstoves
Eco -Group Ltd
Ekorn Solar Ltd
Electric Blue PlusEngineering ltd
Elite Computers U lTd
Energy Systems Limited
Enlight institute
Epicenter Africa limited
Equator Solar Systems limited
Equotarial Power
Facilities Consult Ltd

47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60

Fenix International
focus 3000 co. ltd
Focus youth forum
Fres Uganda Ltd
Fresca Investments(U) Ltd
Global Solar Systems
Great Seas(U) Ltd
Green Power International
Greenlight Planet
Grid Engineering Uganda Ltd
GRS
Hagotech Gen. Electricals & Technical Service
Incafex Solar Systems Ltd
Innovation Africa Ltd
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61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81

Innovex Uganda Limitted
International lifeline fund
Ireck Technical services ltd
Ital Trade limited
J&T
Jua Solar Limited
Julius Mujuni
K&G solar power (U) ltd
Kagadi Technical Services
Kalangala infrastructure services
Kalyango Kintu W
Kawadwa John
kayope Investments Ltd
Kengrow Ind. Ltd
Kenn Invest (U) Ltd
Kombasco Technologies Eng Services Ltd
Konserve Advisory Services Ltd
Leem Electronics Ltd
Long chi technologies (u) ltd
Longi New Energy (U) Ltd
Luk Solar Ltd

82
83
84
85
86
87

Luminance solar ltd
Maurice Yiga
Mente Engineering Ltd
M-Kopa Solar
Mpiiha Technical& Engineering U Ltd
Mr.solar ltd

88
89

Mukajanga Commodity Exporters
Mwafrika Solar Offgrid Ltd

90
91

Mwangaza Light ltd
Nature solar ltd
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92 New Sun Limited

123 Tig Marketing Consult

93 New Sun Solar systems
94 New-Age Solar Technologies Ltd

124 Tiger Power
125 Trans African Supply Services Uganda

95 Nviiri Electricals

126 Trinity General stores

96 Power Con (U) Limitted

127 Ugasolar Suppliers Limited

97 Power Net Electricals Ltd
98 Power Trust (U) Ltd

128 Ultimate Technology (U) Ltd
129 Ultratec (U) Ltd

99 Powerline Solutions& Investment Ltd

130 United Healthcare Distributors Ltd

100 Redruth Mercantile Ltd

131 Victron Solar Co.(U) Ltd

101 Reliefline Uganda Ltd
102 Renewvia Energy

132 Village Energy Ltd
133 Village Power (U) Ltd

103 Rubys Infosys Ltd

134 W.Water Works(U) limited

104 S&G Enterprises ltd

135 Water and Pumps Int.

105 Sentalo Gerald
106 Seven Hills Implex Ltd

136 White Showmans Ltd
137 Zembo motorcycle smc ltd

107 Shenzhen Topray Solar Ltd

138 Zoreka Solar Ltd

108 Solantis Solar Ltd

139 Reddy’s borehole & technical services ltd

109 Solar Energy for Africa

140 Bitcom Delta EA limited

110 Solar Pipo BV
111 Solar Point (U) Ltd

141 Roam communications ltd
142 MEYIWU CO - Smc ltd

112 Solar Sense Ltd
113 Solar Today (U) Ltd
114 SolarNow Services (U) Ltd
115 SoloGrid Uganda
116 Solvic Solutions Ltd
117 Sunami solar (u) ltd
118 Sunlight Solar Ltd
119 Sunnmoyo PTY Ltd
120 Sunny Money/ Solar Aid
121 SunTap Uganda Ltd
122 Tedex Solar Empire
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USEA Secretariat
57B Katalima Road
2nd Floor, Mateeka House
P.O.BOX 23493, Kampala,
Uganda
www.useaug.org
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